
A well-known Virginia emergency physician Group endured a ZPIC audit of a few charts two 
years ago. A ZPIC and RACs are post payment audits initiated by CMS. They are managed by 
private companies contracted and paid, based on monies recovered from these audits. 
  
The EM Group had just completed several appeals processes, after many dollars, meetings and 
months of work, demonstrating the archaic, hostile and ambiguous nature of government 
reimbursement recapture. The EM Group owns their own billing/coding service, so everything 
is done in-house. Their Physician President even got trained as a Certified Medical Coder to 
allow oversight. For a period of time, the EM Group, short on coders, hired an ACEP expert in 
billing/coding to bill some charts for the Group. The Group even had a nationally recognized 
coder audit some of the Group’s charts. 
  
In early fall of 2012, the EM Group had fewer than 50 charts picked for review for their coding 
accuracy. The auditor determined that 30 of these were felt to be over-coded. That 60% "error 
rate" was then extrapolated to be similar for all payers’ specific charts over a three year period 
and a 'pay back' figure was calculated. A demand invoice letter came from CMS based on this 
extrapolated figure (suffice to say the figure was north of $500,000).  If not paid within a 2 
month period, all subsequent payments owed to the EM Group would be withheld until the 
total was received. This withhold would come from all federal payers sources 
(Medicare/Medicaid/TriCare). As you can imagine, this amount could represent all income 
available to pay physicians/staff for several months to be withheld … so, the EM Group begged, 
borrowed and cut emergency physician’s pay to write the check. 
  
Fast forward … October, 2014. Following hiring and paying for specialist attorneys (this is a new 
problem and a new field of law) and waiting months and years for layered appeals to the 
auditors, payers and finally the latest level appeal to the Administrative Law judge to review 
and argue the findings, the Group decided to cut their losses. The opinion of the attorneys was 
that it would be unlikely the appeals processes would find all charts in favor of the physician 
codes, as to do so would risk the audit process. The final 2 levels of appeal available were to the 
carrier itself and to the courts with more expense to the Group. Reviews and arguments 
determined that many of the Group’s charts were correct so the Group’s liability was reduced 
to $150,000. The Group will get some of their money back. 
 
Note: VACEP has contacted ACEP and has the ear of key physicians in leadership positions willing to help design 
solutions.   

 


